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Thank you for the invitation to provide comment on the Criminal Investigation Amendment 
Bill 2009. I offer comment in my capacity as Western Australia's Commissioner for Children 
and Young People, and I will be pleased to expand on any points when I appear before the 
Committee on 2 February 2010. 

My submission focuses on the likely impact of the Bill on children and young people and 
states that: 

• The stop and search provisions in the existing legislation are adequate and it has not 
been demonstrated that enhanced powers are necessary. 

• If the legislation is passed, there is a high risk it will have a detrimental and 
disproportionate impact on children and young people. 

• If the legislation is passed, particular attention must be given to according checks 
and balances on police to ensure children and young people are not 
disproportionately affected, and children's rights are protected. This should include a 
comprehensive process of data collection, monitoring and reporting. 

2. Role of the Commissioner for Children and Young People 

I was appointed as Western Australia's inaugural Commissioner for Children and Young 
People in December 2007 pursuant to the Commissioner for Children and Young People Act 
2006 (the Act). The role of the Western Australian Commissioner for Children and Young 
People is one of broad advocacy; I have responsibility for advocating for the half a million 
Western Australian citizens under the age of 18 and for promoting and monitoring their 
wellbeing. I must always observe and promote the right of children and young people to live 
in a caring and nurturing environment and to be protected from harm and exploitation. 

In performing all functions under the Act, I am required to have regard to the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the best interests of children and young people 
must be my paramount consideration. I must also give priority to, and have special regard 
for, the interests and needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young 
people, and to children and young people who are vulnerable or disadvantaged for any 
reason. 

3. Youth Justice in Western Australia 

Since my appointment, youth justice has been a key priority area for me. Although 96% of 
children and young people have little to no contact with police, l I have called for urgent 
action to address Western Australia's high rates of detention and the continuing 
overrepresentation of Aboriginal children and young people in the justice system. 

1 (Between 2003 and 2008), The Western Australian Auditor General's performance examination The Juvenile 
Justice System: Dealing with Young People Under the Young Offenders Act 1994, 2008, p6. 
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The number of children and young people in detention on an average day in Australia 
(excluding New South Wales) has increased by 17% since 2004-05.2 Although this increase 
is a national trend, the daily average population of young people3 in detention in Western 
Australia is disproportionately high compared to other States (132 young people compared to 
Victoria: 48 young people, and South Australia: 42 young people).4 

Additionally, Western Australia has the worst record in the country for the detention of 
Aboriginal male young people in comparison with non-Aboriginal male young people, and 
Aboriginal young people represent around 75% of the juvenile detention centre population in 
Western Australia.s 

These figures provide evidence to the frequent commentary from a range of sources that: 
"our policy and legislative framework for dealing with young offenders is not working. fl6 

The primary piece of legislation governing the way children and young people should be 
treated in the justice system in Western Australia is the Young Offenders Act 1994 (the YO 
Act). The YO Act sets out the 'General principles of juvenile justice' which, among other 
things, emphasises the importance of diversion from the system, involving and strengthening 
family, encouraging rehabilitation, and ensuring that the detention of a child or young person 
is always a last resort. (Recent research has supported this approach, finding that juveniles 
given custodial orders are no less likely to reoffend than juveniles given non-custodial orders 
(that is, detention exerts no specific deterrent effect)).7 

The statistics above make it clear, however, that in Western Australia there exists a disparity 
between the realities of what should be happening (as set out by the legislation), against 
what is actually happening. It is critical that this disparity be addressed, and that the youth 
justice system is reinvigorated to better adhere to the principles of the YO Act. This was 
also the conclusion of the Auditor General in his 2008 performance examination of the youth 
justice system.8 

Given this context, it is my strongly held view that any legislation, policy or program that has 
the potential to increase the number of children and young people coming into contact with 
the justice system should be the subject of comprehensive scrutiny, serious conSideration, 
and informed public debate. 

The consequences of neglecting this analysis are profoundly serious for children and young 
people. Indeed, the Western Australian Director of Public Prosecutions notes the impact on 

2 Juvenile Justice in Australia 2007-08, Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2009, pvii. 
3 Aged 10-17 years. 
4 Report on Government Services 2009, Productivity Commission, 2009, p15.56. 
5 Productivity Commission, Overcoming Indigenous Disadvantage: Key Indicators 2007, 2007, p132. 
6 Magistrate Dean Potter, 'Issues in Juvenile Justice in Western Australia: Observations from the Bench and 
Beyond', keynote address given to Australasian PCYC Conference, 7 November 2008. Also stated by Social 
Justice Commissioner Tom Calma, 'Investing in Indigenous Youth and Communities to Prevent Crime', address to 
Indigenous Young People, Crime and Justice Conference, Australian Institute of Criminology, 31 August 2009. 
7 Weatherburn, D., et ai, The specific deterrent effect of custodial penalties on juvenile reoffending, Australian 
Institute of Criminology, 2009, p10. 
8 The Western Australian Auditor General's performance examination The Juvenile Justice System: Dealing with 
Young People Under the Young Offenders Act 1994, 2008. 
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a young person of contact with the criminal justice system in the State's prosecutorial 
guidelines: 

The longer term damage which can be done to a juvenile because of an encounter with the 
criminal law early in his or her life should not be underestimated.9 

I am pleased, therefore, that the Standing Committee on Legislation has been asked to 
conduct broader examination of the implications of the Criminal Investigation Amendment 
Bill 2009, and I ask that the potential impact of the Bill on children and young people be a 
particular area of focus for the Committee. 

4. Comment on the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill 2009 

4.1 The need to limit police discretion 

My understanding of the Criminal Investigation Amendment Bill 2009 (the Bill) is that it 
amends the Criminal Investigation Act 2006 and extends police powers to stop and search 
people and vehicles without the consent of a person and without the ordinary circumstances 
of reasonable suspicion. The Bill and all its provisions apply to all citizens, including children 
and young people. 

At the outset, I would like to acknowledge the Western Australian Police for the 
commendable work they do in communities all across the State. I would also like to express 
my understanding of the challenges they face and the personal risk they accept while 
protecting public safety. 

However, my primary concern with the Bill is that it significantly increases police discretion 
and therefore also increases the possibility of some police initiating contacts with children 
and young people that are arbitrary or discriminatory. By removing the ordinary 
circumstances of 'reasonable suspicion' police will be able to target people based on what 
they look like, what they sound like, what they are wearing, or how old they are, rather than 
whether they are engaging in activity that is an offence or is likely to cause an offence. 

Police contacts with children and young people which are not based on reasonable grounds 
for suspecting wrongdoing are arbitrary. The explanation for such unsupported contacts is 
too often that police "single out" young people as "more likely" to be "up to something" or 
that police desire to prevent in advance some feared behaviour. Such explanations amount 
to arbitrariness, discrimination and harassment.1o 

The possible effect of the Bill-that more children and young people will come into contact 
with the justice system-is not insignificant. Research shows that the likelihood of a young 
person's progression to detention increases with the severity of the initial contact with the 
criminal justice systemY I would be concerned if preliminary contact by children or young 
people with our justice system weakened their faith in the system, or if the mistakes of 

9 Director of Public Prosecutions for Western Australia 'Statement of Prosecution Policy and Guidelines 2005' , 
2005, p11. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ferrante, A., Loh, N., Mailer, M., Pathways through justice: A statistical analysis of offender 
contact with the WA juvenile justice system, Crime Research Centre, University of Western Australia, 2004, p57. 
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youth should unreasonably follow them into adulthood. We must then, be very cautious in 
our treatment of children and young people. 

Police are the 'gatekeepers' to the youth justice system and therefore playa key role in 
shaping the direction of the youth justice system. The YO Act gives the police the authority 
to choose from a range of actions (including taking none) when dealing with young 
offenders. Historically, however, and as the statistics below show, unless enforced in some 
way this level of discretion has not always led to improvements in the system and does not 
always ensure fair and equitable treatment: 

CI The rate at which police have directed young people away from court has declined
by 13% over the past five years.12 

CI WA police direct Aboriginal young people away from court in 41 % of instances, and 
they direct non-Aboriginal young people away from court in 64% of instancesY 

• The rate at which police have been granting bail has declined from 82% to 76% of 
cases in which bail was considered, since November 2004.14 

The significance of this is that the Bill may result in 'over-policing' that can lead to increases 
in detention population, and set some young people on a criminal trajectory for behaviour 
that would otherwise have remained transitory. It is not a stretch to see how a young 
person who was not engaging in criminal activity could react against being searched 
(especially if it happened several times in one evening), become aggressive and therefore 
cause an escalation of conflict that resulted in a crime. A legislative process that creates 
crime from otherwise innocuous situations should be avoided at all costs, and it must be 
remembered that children: 

... do not have the same rational answers or explanations as adults do because every moment is 
a learning experience. Children have much less control over their destiny than adults, 
particularly if that destiny has been somewhat pre-determined by the actions of the adults in 
their lives. 15 

I note that the Minister for Police has stated that police discretion would be regulated 
through the Police Operational Manual which would set out the "procedures and protocols" 
for "almost every eventuality" of how the Bill should be implemented.16 However, it has 
been previously stated that police see the Manual as "guidelines rather than rules"17 and do 
not consider themselves to be bound by police guidelines. is 

12 The Western Australian Auditor General's performance examination The Juvenile Justice System: Dealing with 
Young People Under the Young Offenders Act 1994, 2008, p28. 
13 Ibid, p21. 
14 Ibid, p21. 
15 Magistrate Dean Potter, 'Issues in Juvenile Justice in Western Australia: Observations from the Bench and 
Beyond', keynote address given to Australasian PCYC Conference, 7 November 2008. 
16 Hansard, Legislative Assembly, Thursday 12 November 2009, p8945a-8967a. 
17 Blagg, H., Youth Justice in Western Australia, 2009, p17 [report for Commissioner for Children and Young 
People WA]. 
18 Social Justice Report 2001, referenced in Aboriginal Customary Laws Discussion Paper, Law Reform 
Commission, 2005, p240. 
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4.2 The need to recognise the vulnerability of children and young people 

The legislative and policy frameworks that underpin the Western Australian criminal justice 
system reflect the broad understanding that children and young people should be treated 
differently from adults. Children and young people constitute a distinct and vulnerable 
group and differ from adults in their psychological and physical development, and their 
emotional and educational needs. 19 

An important element of this difference is the acknowledgement that children and young 
people require special assistance to exercise their basic human rights,20 whereas adults are 
assumed to have the capacity to assert their rights for themselves.21 This is particularly 
salient in terms of police contact with children and young people, where police hold 
extremely high-level powers that can have extraordinary impact on children and young 
people . 

... in any contact with a police officer, the child depends on the conduct of the officer for the 
enjoyment of their rights, relies on the officer to fully respect those rights and is at the 
mercy of any officer who chooses to infringe or violate those rights. We therefore place the 
full burden for respecting the child's rights and for protecting the child from rights violations 
on the officer dealing with the child. 22 

With this obligation, then, comes the need for strong checks and balances to ensure 
children and young people are treated fairly, equitably and in full accordance with the law. 
I believe there is substantial cause for concern when broad police powers can be applied to 
children and young people without special regard for them and their vulnerable status in our 
community. 

4.3 The need to for accountability and scrutiny 

As it stands, the Bill does not include any such checks and balances and it is my 
understanding that it is not intended that any subordinate legislation would include any 
either. The Bill does not provide for any data collection, monitoring or reporting against the 
new provisions and consequently there will be no way of measuring how the Bill has 
impacted on children and young people, or whether any impact has been disproportionate 
against a particular group. Acknowledging that the Police Operational Manual is sometimes 
not considered binding, it is crucial to ensure that the Bill does not allow for abuse of power 
and that adequate checks are in place. 

I note that the Minister for Police has been reluctant to consider reporting requirements23 

and that this may not be a preferred approach, but one of our primary objectives should be 
to ensure the fair treatment of children and young people and to ensure that this legislation, 
if implemented, does not increase the overrepresentation of Aboriginal young people in the 

19 As noted by the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment on Juvenile Justice 
(No 10), 2007, pS. 
20 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Preamble. 
21 Blagg, H. & Wilkie, M., 'Young People and Policing in Australia: the Relevance of the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child', in Australian Journal of Human Rights, Volume 3, Number 2, 1997 (available at: 
http://austliLlaw.uts.edu.au/au/journals/AJHR/1997/8.html). 
22 Ibid. 
23 Hansard, Legislative Assembly, Thursday 12 November 2009, p894Sa-8967a. 
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justice system. This cannot be known for sure unless a process of monitoring and reporting 
is established. 

On this point, lessons can be learnt from international experience. The United Kingdom 
(UK) has implemented safeguards around its stop and search laws to ensure accountability 
through the process. In the UK, when a police officer is conducting a stop and search they 
must provide the citizen with the following information: 

• Their name and the station where they work 
• The law under which the citizen has been stopped 
• The citizen's rights 
• Why the citizen has been stopped and searched 
• What they are looking for and why the citizen was chosen 

The police are also legally obliged to produce a 'search record' which includes: 

• The officer's details 
• The date, time and place of the stop and search 
• The reason for the stop and search 
• The outcome of the stop and search 
• The citizen's self-defined ethnicity (according to the Metropolitan Police website, the 

" ... ethnicity question help community representatives make sure the police are using 
their powers fairly and properly.,,24) 

• The vehicle registration number (if relevant) 
• What the officers were looking for and anything they found 
• The citizen's name (or a description if no name is given) 

A copy of the search record, which also contains information about how to lodge a 
complaint, is given to the citizen. The search records are used by the police to: 

... monitor the use of stop and stop and search powers and check for any inappropriate use. The 
police service must also make arrangements for community representatives to look at their stop 
and search records. 25 

It is my view that in its current form, and without reporting requirements (such as in the 
UK), the Bill does not effectively balance police needs with citizens' rights. As mentioned 
above, I have not been persuaded that there is a case for this, and the potentially 
deleterious effects on vulnerable citizens such as children and young people create a 
convincing opposing case. 

The ramifications of abuse of this power are so serious for the individual and so far-reaching for 
the community as a whole that any abuse must be met with the surest and strongest sanctions. 
The argument is a fortiori when the victim of an abuse of power is a child to whom the state 

24 Metropolitan Police, London: http://www.met.police.uk/stopandsearch/whatis.htm 
25 Ibid. 
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must accord such protection and care as is necessary for his or her weI/-being (CROC article 
3.2}.26 

I believe it is entirely appropriate that any stronger police powers should be directly 
accompanied by stronger accountability and openness to scrutiny. The protocols and 
procedures established by the UK are examples of how this could happen. 

5. Conclusion 

In summary, I have concerns about the possible ramifications of this Bill on children and 
young people. Primarily I am concerned that it increases the possibility of children and 
young people being exposed to discrimination and harassment and may increase Western 
Australia's already high rates of detention and unacceptable level of Aboriginal 
overrepresentation in the youth justice system. 

Should the Bill be granted assent, it is my view that it should be accompanied by strong 
checks and balances in the form of data collection, monitoring and reporting. Removing the 
ordinary principle of reasonable suspicion requires that we have an obligation to watch the 
results closely and to consider, as a community, whether the outcomes have been beneficial 
or deleterious. 

26 Blagg, H. & Wilkie, M., 'Young People and Policing in Australia: the Relevance of the UN Convention 
on the Rights of the Child', in Australian Journal of Human Rights, Volume 3, Number 2, 1997 
(available at: http://austlii.law.uts.edu.au/au/journals/ AJHR/1997 /8.html) 
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